
5/25/23

Subject: Statement of Purpose

Theme: “CIO” preparation for Executive Intelligence.

Dear Estimated Harvard Business Analytic Program application committee,

My name is Adriant Sanchez-Tiburcio, founder of “A. Sanhez-Ti. LLC.” I am highly interested and
invested in enrolling in the Harvard Business Analytics Program (HBAP). This letter will show my
profound purpose to seek admission into such an esteemed program.

Even though I currently find myself in a transitional phase, pursuing my DBA studies at Grand Canyon
University online, plus temporarily being in-between jobs. I find myself in a fortunate period, where
Life has granted me the privilege of focusing on personal growth and intellectual development
without the constraints of professional obligations. The professional endeavors of my 20 years in a
profession have paid off, and I intend to fully re-brand myself as I invest again in my education.
I am determined to maximize this once in a lifetime blessing of opportunity to its fullest potential.

My journey is deep-rooted with passion for education and leadership. Guided by this fervour I aspire
to enhance my skill set and propel my career towards the pinnacle of success: becoming a "CIO" - a
Chief Intelligence Officer. As a CIO, I will lead, decide, accomplish great things for self, yet my main
objective is to lead, accomplish, decide, adhere to generating great things using data driven
Intelligence for others with my strategic, mathematical, analytic, problem-solving and leadership
abilities which I refer to as the Abundance Theory.

As I delve into the intricate details and Core Courses of the HBAP program, I find and witness the
preparation courses not being offered at my current DBA program, containing mostly research, theory,
and academic writing. The preparation courses HBAP offers, truly prepares executive leaders for the
“4IR.”

The 4th Industrial Revolution with Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, and soon enough Quantum
Computers, will change everything at faster rates never before experienced. HBAP will prepare this
future CIO to lead and facilitate such exciting, challenging, and unknown environments with
confidence, purpose and a network.

The HBAP 2023 September Cohort, would work perfect with my current life schedule.

To assist you in gaining a comprehensive understanding of my background, aspirations, and
professional journey, I am including a link to my analytic portfolio: https://asanchez-ti.weebly.com/

I extend my deepest gratitude for your attention to my Statement of Purpose. I eagerly anticipate a
response on embarking this transformational journey with Harvard Business School.

Sincerely,

Adriant Sanchez-Ti.

310-923-3367
adriant.sanchez@gmail.com
Mathematics, BA.
Educatioin, MA.
Administration, MS.
Doctoral Business Administration Learner (2024).
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